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Severe plastic deformation (SPD) always leads to the strong grain refinement in the materials. Logically,
in two- and multiphase alloys SPD has to cause the fragmentation and dissolution of precipitates in a
matrix. However, it has been observed recently, that, contrary to this generally accepted viewpoint, SPD
can lead also to the decomposition of supersaturated solid solution. In this work we analyze for the first
time (both experimentally and theoretically) the competition of these simultaneous processes can take
place, namely (1) the dissolution of precipitates and (2) decomposition of supersaturated solid solution
with precipitation of a second phase. As a result, a dynamic equilibrium between these two processes
appears, and a certain steady-state concentration in a solid solution is reached.

In this work we study the high pressure torsion (HPT) of a two-phase Cue3.9 at. % Ag alloy in two
different states: (i) as-cast consisting of a (Cu) solid solution with diluted 1.9 at.% Ag and another 2 at.%
Ag as fine silver precipitates and (ii) an almost homogeneous solid solution with diluted 3.9 at.% Ag
obtained by homogenization at T ¼ 780 �C, 900 h and subsequent water quenching. HPT at room tem-
perature causes the partial dissolution of precipitates in the as-cast samples and partial decomposition of
the solid solution in homogenized samples. After HPT, the solute concentration in the matrix is the same
in both samples (about 2.9e3.0 at.% Ag). Thus, it does not depend on the initial state and is higher than
the equilibrium solubility limit at the HPT temperature. This concentration is equal to solubility limit at
the effective temperature of Teff z 680 �C.

We also proposed the model describing the dynamic equilibrium between dissolution and precipi-
tation in HPT. Assuming that HPT fixes the composition at matrix-precipitate interfaces, we show that
HPT-enhanced diffusive transport of species is the process likely controlling the observed steady-state
composition in the matrix and precipitate average diameter.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) is a family of novel methods
permitting metallurgists and engineers tailoring the structure and
properties of materials [1]. The idea of SPD is to deform thematerial
in a confined space. It permits to increase the strain up to enormous
values without fracture of a material. Since a material cannot break,
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the dynamic equilibrium between deformation-driven production
of crystal defects and their relaxation (annihilation) establishes
after a certain strain value. It is not astonishing that such a strong
action on the material leads to various phase transformations (see
Refs. [2e5] and references therein) e.g. the formation or decom-
position of a supersaturated solid solution, dissolution of phases,
disordering of ordered phases, amorphization of crystalline phases,
synthesis of the low-temperature, high-temperature or high-
pressure allotropic modifications, and nanocrystallization in the
amorphous matrix.

Recently it became clear that the decomposition of (supersatu-
rated) solid solution and dissolution of precipitates during SPD are
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Fig. 1. (a) Cu-rich part of the CueAg phase diagram drawn with data from various
sources [7,11,13e15]. The nominal equilibrium composition of the alloy at T¼ 780 ± 1 �C
(full circle) equals the matrix composition of water-quenched samples after long
annealing at this temperature (homogenized sample) whereas the full left-triangle
marks the matrix content in Ag in the as-cast sample. Matrix compositions after HPT
are shown by full right triangle for the as-cast and full square for homogenized samples.
They are positioned on the solubility limit in order to show that these could be reached
thermodynamically only at temperatures much larger than RT, whereas the arrows
connect initial and after-HPT matrix compositions. (b) Bravais lattice constant as a
function of Ag concentration in the solid solution. The full line represents the linear least-
square fit through data from the literature (open symbols) [11,13e15]. Diamonds
represent the lattice spacing in pure Cu: filled diamond at T¼ 300 K before HPT [15] and
open diamond after HPT. Other symbols are like in Fig. 1a.
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not independent [6]. Moreover, the precipitation of particles of a
second phase from a solid solution and their dissolution take place
simultaneously and compete with each other. Due to the competi-
tion between precipitation and dissolution, a certain steady-state
concentration of a second component in a solid solution is reached
under SPD. The goal of this paper is to study and understand the
mechanisms of this competition, both experimentally and theoret-
ically. The CueAg alloys were chosen for this purpose because all
necessary structural, thermodynamic and kinetic constants are
known for this well-studied system. The CueAg system has also
wide miscibility gap, the absence of intermediate phases and allo-
tropic transformations which facilitates studying decomposition.

2. Experimental

The cylindrical ingots of Cue3.9 at. % Ag alloy has been pre-
pared by induction melting under vacuum from high purity
components (5N Cu and Ag). The melt was poured in vacuum into
the water-cooled cylindrical copper crucible of 10 mm diameter.
The discs with diameter of d ¼ 10 mm and thickness h ¼ 0.6 mm
have been cut from the as-cast ingots, then ground and etched in a
10% HNO3 aqueous solution. Some samples placed in sealed and
evacuated silica ampoules (residual pressure, p ¼ 4 � 10�4 Pa)
have been annealed at T ¼ 780 ± 1 �C during 900 h and then
quenched in water at room temperature. At this composition and
temperature, the alloy forms a thermodynamically stable solid
solution according to the experimental phase diagram [7] (Fig. 1a,
full circle). Both types of samples have been deformed by high
pressure torsion (HPT) at room temperature during five anvil ro-
tations at the rate of one rotation per minute (rpm) and under
pressure, p ¼ 6 GPa, in a custom built, computer-controlled device
of the Bridgman anvil-type (W. Klement GmbH, Lang, Austria).
The anvil with 0.2 mm groove in couple with the flat one were
used to get approximately 0.35 mm of the final thickness of the
samples. After HPT, the central (low-deformed) part of each disk
(about 3 mm in diameter) was excluded from further in-
vestigations. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations
have been carried out in a Tescan Vega TS5130 MM microscope
equipped with the LINK energy-dispersive X-Ray spectrometer
produced by Oxford Instruments. Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) and high resolution TEM (HREM) observations have
been made by using an aberration corrected TITAN 80e300
transmission electron microscope with specimens cut from bulk
samples at a 3 mm distance from the disc center and further
thinned in a FEI Strata 400S dual beam facility. ACOM-TEM tech-
nique was used to recognize Cu and Ag phases in the alloys after
the HPT deformation. The measurements were carried out on a
Philips Tecnai F20ST operated at 200 kV in microprobe STEM
mode. NanoMegas ASTAR system was used for ACOM-TEM data
acquisition. A probe with about 1 nm diameter and a convergence
semi-angle of 1.4 mrad was generated. A camera length of 80 mm
was used to acquire the diffraction patterns [8]. X-rays diffraction
(XRD) spectra have been collected with a Philips X'Pert powder
diffraction apparatus operating in the BraggeBrentano theta-two
theta configuration and the Cu-Ka emission line. Parameters of the
XRD peak profiles, such as peak intensity, full width at half max-
ima and integral breadth, were fitted by Pseudo-Voigt function. A
powder LaB6 standard provided by National Institute of Standards
and Technology was used for the correction of instrumental
broadening. The mean diameter of precipitates and crystallites
(i.e. the size of coherent scattering domains) and micro-strain
have been estimated from the broadening of diffraction peaks
including reflections up to (420) via a modified WilliamsoneHall
method [9]. Lattice parameter evaluation was performed by Fityk
software [10] using a whole profile refinement. An empirical rule
known as Vegard's law was taken into account for subsequent
analysis of the decomposition of solid solution or dissolution of
precipitates in Cu-rich solid solutions.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Sample microstructure before HPT

According to the XRD data, the sample homogenized at
T ¼ 780 ± 1 �C, 900 h and quenched to room temperature (RT)
contains the (Cu) solid solution with cn ¼ 3.9 at.% Ag (Fig. 1a, full
circle) and vanishing small amount of silver precipitates. The ma-
trix lattice constant determined by XRD is a z 0.36365 nm. It is
close to the a value at cn ¼ 3.9 at.% Ag obtained by linearly inter-
polating experimental data of lattice spacing as a function of the Ag
content in CueAg solid solutions [11e15] (Fig. 1b, full circle). Ac-
cording to the SEM data, the size of (Cu) grains in homogenized



Table 1a
As-cast and homogenized samples before and after HPT. Shapes and sizes of grains/precipitates from SEM and TEM observations.

Method As-cast As-cast after HPT Homogenized Homogenized after HPT

Diameter of precipitates or grains SEM Cu: 30 ± 5 mm e Cu: 40 ± 5 mm e

TEM, HREM Ag foil-shaped: 300 � 35 nm2

Ag spheroidal: D ¼ 60 ± 10 nm
Cu: 50 ± 10 nm
Ag: 20 ± 10 nm

Ag: e < 1 nm, D ¼ 15 ± 7 nm Cu: 110 ± 10 nm
Ag: 60 ± 10 nm
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sample was about 40 mm (Table 1a). It also contained a vanishingly
small volume fraction of fine Ag precipitates (Table 1b). Consis-
tently, the XRD pattern consists of the narrow peaks of (Cu) as well
as of broad and weak Ag (111) reflection. Fig. 2a shows the high
resolution TEM image of a (Cu) grain in the annealed CueAg sam-
ple. The grain contains tiny and homogeneously distributed Ag
precipitations in the form of platelets. The platelets have a thick-
ness of about e z 0.5 nm and are up to 30 nm in diameter D. They
are precipitated coherently to the (Cu) matrix along 〈224〉 crystal-
lographic directions and they lie in {111} crystallographic plane.
Fig. 2b shows STEM HAADF image of such an Ag platelet. The
fringes in image come from the Moir�e effect of the overlapping
lattice of the particle and that of the (Cu) grain. The particle looks
brighter than the matrix due to the difference in Z (atomic number)
of Cu and Ag. The Ag particles are coherent with the matrix and
resemble the Guinier-Preston zones [16,17] encountered in
aluminum-based alloys or the Co3W zones observed in cemented
carbides [18].

According to the XRD data, the as-cast sample consists of (Cu)
solid solution with large amount of silver precipitates. XRD yields
the value of the lattice constant, a¼ 0.3626 nm. Thereby the atomic
fraction of Ag dissolved in the matrix has been determined via the
empirical Vegard's law, cm z 1.9 at.% Ag (Fig. 1b, full left triangle).
This value corresponds to the solubility limit of a solid solution at
T z 680 �C (Fig. 1a, full left triangle). Considering the above, the
difference, dc ¼ cnecm z 2 at % Ag, does represent the precipitated
Ag fraction in these samples. SEM shows that the Cu matrix is
polycrystalline with grains up to 30 mm large (Table 1b). Consis-
tently, XRD Cu peaks are narrow which also indicates that the re-
sidual lattice strains are low. The Ag precipitates are visible in TEM
micrographs in bead-like shapes with average diameter of 33.8 nm
(Fig. 3a and b). Few larger Ag grains (D z 100 nm) are also visible,
thus weakly contributing to the width of X-ray peaks and the mean
diameter of Ag grains. The quantitative evaluation of the average
diameter of precipitates has also been done by XRD. Since Ag re-
flections up to hkl (420) are well resolved in the XRD spectra, it has
been safely established that Ag precipitates are fine and almost
strain free, with average diameter, Dz 33.4e33.8 nm (Table 1b). Ag
reflections in the alloy are slightly displaced with respect to their
positions in pure Ag, the shift possibly relating to the presence of Cu
atoms in solution within the precipitates. However, it has not been
possible quantitatively determining the average composition of
precipitates.
Table 1b
As-cast and homogenized samples before and after HPT. Average values of the concentrat
the angular width of the Ag(111) X-ray reflection. The Ag content in the matrix has been o
“B” stand for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and for the integral peak broaden

Method As-cast

Ag solute in Cu (at %) XRD (Vegard law) 1.9 ± 0.05
Diameter of precipitates or grains XRD-F Ag: 33.8 ± 1 nm

XRD-B Ag: 33.4 ± 1 nm

Lattice strain (%) XRD-F Ag: 0.075 ± 0.01
XRD-B Ag: 0.11 ± 0.02

Width of Ag-(111) peak (deg.) XRD-F 0.235 ± 0.005
XRD-B 0.310 ± 0.005
3.2. Sample microstructure after HPT

A feature common to deforming samples, both homogenized at
T ¼ 780 �C and as-cast, is that the torsion torque saturates after
1.5e2 anvil rotations, It can indicate that microstructures formed
up this strain do not evolve significantly afterwards. In parallel with
the torsion torque saturating, the solute concentration reaches also
a stationary value of about 2.9e3.0 at.% Ag. These results resemble
those obtained in recent works on CueCo [6] and AleZn [19] alloys
showing that the torque and the matrix composition saturate after
about 1 or 2 anvil rotations in Al-based alloys and Cu-based alloys
respectively. In the following, the stationary microstructures have
been characterized via three parameters, namely the amount of Ag
dissolved in the Cu matrix, the average grain diameter and micro-
strain of the crystal lattice.

3.2.1. Ag distribution
XRD and TEM observations show that in HPT-treated samples

Ag is heterogeneously distributed between precipitates and solute
in the matrix. The solute fraction is different from the values
determined before deformation (Tables 1a and 1b and Fig. 1a and b,
full left triangles and full circles) and the solubility limit at RT. After
HPT, stationary solute fractions are found practically identical in
both samples (Fig. 1a and b, full right triangles and full squares).
Therefore, deformation has triggered the partial decomposition of
the homogenized alloy or the partial dissolution of existing pre-
cipitates in the as-cast alloy. Relying on Vegard's law (Fig. 1b), the
solute fraction after HPT at RT is chM ¼ 2.9 ± 0.1 at.%Ag in homog-
enized sample (h, full square) and cacM at.%Ag in the as-cast sample
(ac, full right triangle), respectively.

In HPT-deformed homogenized sample, only the first Ag(111) peak
can be resolved in the XRD patterns, thereby suggesting that Ag
precipitates are very tiny (Fig. 4a). Cu grains are indicated by green
and Ag grains are indicated by red color in the ACOM-TEM phase
maps overlaid with grain boundaries and reliability index (Fig. 4a).
TEM SAED (Fig. 4c) also proves the presence of the Ag precipitates
in the structure. The plot in Fig. 4c represents the results of the
SAED pattern digitizing. Intensity maxima for (111), (220) and (311)
Ag reflections are observed.

The XRD Ag(111) peak is slightly shifted by Dq z 0.035� toward
higher diffraction angles from its position in pure Ag. It corresponds
to the 0.001 nm decrease of Ag (111) interplanar distance. The shift
can be explained by the fact that Ag precipitates contain a certain
ion of Ag in solution (at. %), the diameter of grains/precipitates, the lattice strain and
btained via Vegard's law (Fig. 1b) by using XRD lattice constant values. Labels “F” and
ing respectively.

As-cast after HPT Homogenized Homogenized after HPT

3.0 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.05 2.9 ± 0.1
Cu: 19.3 ± 1 nm Ag: 10 ± 2 nm Cu: 25.1 ± 1 nm
Cu: 12.9 ± 1 nm
Ag: 12 ± 3 nm

e Cu: 24.6 ± 1 nm
Ag: 33.0 ± 1 nm

Cu: 0.39 ± 0.02 e Cu: 0.25 ± 0.02
Cu: 0.38 ± 0.02 e Cu: 0.35 ± 0.02
0.329 ± 0.005 e 0.248 ± 0.005
0.436 ± 0.005 e 0.327 ± 0.005



Fig. 2. HREM (a) and STEM HAADF (b) micrographs of sample annealed at
T ¼ 780 ± 1 �C, 900 h before HPT.

Fig. 3. (a) STEM HAADF micrograph of as-cast sample before HPT. Bright-contrast
particles are equiaxed Ag precipitates either isolated or organized in long chains.
Few, elongated and much larger grains (D � 100 nm) are also present. (b) Histogram of
the distribution of precipitate diameters.
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amount of Cu. However, the capillary force could also result in
compressive strain and concomitant shift of the Ag(111) peak to
higher diffraction angles. The capillary pressure can be estimated as
p ¼ 2s/r [20], where s is the energy of Cu/Ag interphase boundary
and r z 16 nm (Table 1b) is the radius of silver precipitates. s for
coherent interphase boundaries is about s ¼ 75 mJ/m2 and for
incoherent ones is s ¼ 200e500 mJ/m2 [20]. The value of
s ¼ 75 mJ/m2 is close to the stacking fault (or symmetric twin GBs)
energy in copper and the value of s ¼ 500 mJ/m2 is close to the
energy of asymmetric twin GBs or general GBs in copper [21e23].
TEM results (Fig. 4) witness that the Cu/Ag interphase boundaries
are incoherent. It gives us the value of capillary pressure
p z 0.06 GPa for s ¼ 500 mJ/m2 and r z 16 nm. The distance
between (111) planes in silver decreases for 0.02 nm at 40 GPa [24].
The pressure of 0.06 GPa would lead to the decrease of interplanar
distance of 0.00003 nm. It is only about 3% of the observed shift. In
other words, the main input into the shift of the Ag(111) peak gives
Cu addition.

However, the instrumental resolution estimated via the stan-
dard calibration method with LaB6 single crystals is such, DqIz
0.08�, that this shift cannot be credibly interpreted. Moreover, no
accurate estimation can be made of the diameter of precipitates in
the absence of well-resolved higher order reflections in the XRD
spectrum. However, Ag(111) reflections in the as-cast samples
before deformation and in homogenized samples after deformation
have comparable widths, which is reasonable attributing to pre-
cipitates in both samples having comparable diameters on average,
D z 33 nm (Table 1b). It means that HPT destroyed the original
coherent Ag flat platelets and led to the formation of extremely tiny
new Ag precipitates. The total amount of silver in Ag flat platelets in
homogenized before HPTwas very low (below 0.1 at.% Ag). The new
Ag precipitates contain totally around 1 at.% Ag.

In the as-cast samples after HPT, the observed increase of the
solute fraction in the matrix after deformation takes place at the
expense of pre-existing precipitates. The size of Ag precipitates
(determined by XRD) decreased from 33± 1 nm to about 12 ± 3 nm.



Fig. 4. ACOM-TEM phase maps overlaid with grain boundaries and reliability index (a, b), STEM HAADF micrographs (e) and Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) patterns (c, d)
for the homogenized (a, c) and as-cast (b, d, e) samples after HPT. In (a, c) Cu grains are indicated by green and Ag grains are indicated by red color. Solid vertical lines in SAED
patterns mark the positions of Cu peaks. Dashed vertical lines mark the Ag peaks.
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Alike the case of deformed homogenized samples, a single peak is
visible in XRD namely the Ag(111) reflection shifted toward higher
diffraction angles with respect to the reference spectrum of pure Ag
by, Dqz 0.208�, thus suggesting that the precipitates contain some
diluted copper. In addition, the size of precipitates seems
decreasing during HPT since the width of this XRD reflection in-
creases with increasing the deformation. The ACOM-TEM phase
map (Fig. 4b) and TEM SAED (Fig. 4d) also prove the presence of the
Ag precipitates in the structure. The plot in Fig. 4d represents the
results of the SAED pattern digitizing. Intensity maxima for (111)
and (311) Ag reflections are observed. Finally, TEM observations
show that in deformed ‘as-cast’ samples small precipitates coexist
with large (about 300 � 35 nm2), foil-shaped silver grains (Fig. 4e).

3.2.2. Grain size in the Cu matrix
Among microstructural changes observed in the samples

deformed by SPD/HPT is the grain size refinement in the matrix.
This is a widely recognized feature of this type of deformation
illustrated by several works in the literature e.g. in Cu and Cu-
based alloys [6,25e29]. The same trend is observed in the pre-
sent work, the initial micrometer grain size decreasing down the
nanometer scale during HPT. Tables 1a and 1b summarizes grain
size values determined prior and after deformation whereas this
trend is confirmed by TEM after HPT (Fig. 4a and c). In addition,
the high contrast observed between adjacent grains (Fig. 4a) at-
tests for little intra-granular lattice curvature. Grain diameters
displayed in Tables 1a and 1b show that XRD and TEM evaluations
differ significantly. Values obtained from dark-field imaging in
TEM are larger than XRD estimations based on the modified
Williamson-Hall method [8]. However, such differences are ex-
pected since XRD is sensitive to the extension of coherent scat-
tering regions such as subgrains and grains, thus yielding
information reacher and statistically more accurate than TEM.
Finally, it has been found that HPT reduces twice more the
diameter of Cu grains in as-cast samples than it does in homog-
enized ones (Table 1b). This indicates that in as-cast samples, the
distance between active shear bands and the spacing and di-
ameters of pre-existing precipitates are on average comparable, a
configuration that is reached in homogenized samples only at the
late stages of precipitate growth.

3.2.3. Lattice microstrain
The average microstrain of crystal lattice has been estimated

from the width at half maxima (F) or from the integral broadening
(B) of XRD peaks by using the Williamson-Hall method [8]. The
microstrain values collected from deformed homogenized and as-
cast samples are comparable yet significantly larger the values
found prior to deformation (Table 1b). However, the dispersion of
the data is large thus hindering interpretation without additional
experiments.

3.2.4. Lattice parameter
Analysis of the whole XRD pattern determines the lattice

spacing as an important parameter for the studies of solid solutions.
Numerous experimental data achieved for the CueAg system allow
one to calculate the silver solubility in the Cu-rich solution with a
rather high accuracy [30]. For this purpose, CueAg alloys were
homogenized at elevated temperatures, subsequently quenched,
and then the values of lattice parameter have been measured as a
function of composition throughout the region of solid solution
[30]. This general approach was used in this work to study ho-
mogenized and as-cast states of Cue3.9 at. % Ag alloy.

With substantial decreasing grain (or crystallite) size both
contraction [31e33] and expansion [34,35] of the fcc lattice has
been observed. However, noticeable changes in the lattice param-
eter of fcc metals, such as Ni, Pd and Cu, take place at 50 nm of
crystallite size and lower [36,37]. Magnetron sputtering and ball-
milling were applied to produce nanocrystalline thin films and
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powders, correspondingly. It should be noted that in the case of Cu
the difference in lattice parameter of only 0.003e0.004% appears if
the crystallite size dropped down to 20e30 nm. HPT processing
does not provide such a strong grain refinement decreasing a grain
size in copper and Cu-based alloys approximately to 100 nm.

At the same time, processing conditions of the HPT-technique
may cause residual macrostress and consequently affect lattice
parameter measurements. XRD measurements of pure Cu before
and after HPT (Fig. 1b, open diamond and filled diamond) revealed
an increase of the lattice parameter equal to 0.00011 ± 0.00001 nm
that could be explained by residual stress as well. This difference
found to be in a good agreement with the overestimated (as
0.00008 nm) lattice parameter of HPT Pd [38]. In Ref. [38] the
synchrotron XRD measurements have been performed to define
correction for a residual macrostress induced by HPT. Earlier [39],
the absence of the residual macrostress was reported for HPT Cu.
The authors of [39] checked the XRD peak shift after different times
of electrolysis erosion. In this work, Fig. 1b demonstrates that these
deviations in lattice parameter do not influence the pronounced
general trend.

4. Modeling

4.1. Objectives

The above-described results and others from the literature allow
concluding that microstructures formed under HPT display the
following common aspects:

1) Independent from the initial microstructures of samples, final
states obtained by HPT differ significantly from those produced
via conventional thermo-mechanical treatments weakly
departing from equilibrium. This holds for several microstruc-
tural parameters such as grain and precipitate sizes and the
matrix composition.

2) In presence of the external solicitation, microstructures are
often said converging toward stationary states, though quanti-
tative information in the literature is not systematic and is
mainly about the fragmentation in nano-grains. In the present
work, this microstructural feature has been quantitatively
investigated and different solute partitions are found between
initial and final states whereas the matrix composition is
converging with increasing deformation toward a value initial-
state independent.

3) Physical processes driving the microstructural changes operate
at twowell separated space scales: the mesoscopic scale defined
by the average grain size and the average distance between
precipitates, in tight connection with active dislocation glide
systems and the nanoscopic scale at which diffusion of species is
controlling nucleation and the size of precipitates, the compo-
sition of the matrix and the rate of convergence to the stationary
state.

4) The microstructure evolves faster than the characteristic time of
diffusional transformations where concentrations of point de-
fects are fixed by the thermodynamic equilibrium condition.

Bearing in mind that modeling should comply with all the as-
pects above, the test ismade in this work of diffusivemass transport
taken as the controlling mechanism of precipitate growth or disso-
lution during HPT, driving the alloy toward a uniform stationary
composition in thematrix as is experimentally found.Other possible
no-diffusive contributions to mass transport are not being consid-
ered.At afirst sight,measurements [40] of tracer diffusivities inpure
Ag, Cu and the binary AgeCu system and of the interdiffusion co-
efficient in the last do not support this working hypothesis since
diffusion kinetics at RT is incompatible with the observed rates of
change of the composition and of precipitate size during HPT.
Moreover, the appliedpressureof 6GPaadditionally slowsdown the
diffusion aswell asGBmigration [41e43]. However, Oberdorfer et al.
[44,45] and �Cí�zek et al. [28,46] have shown by means of positron
lifetime spectroscopy that in several metallic elements HPT pro-
duces an extremely high concentration of vacancies. In Cu under
HPT, the first have estimated that athermal vacancy concentrations
amount up to, c z 4.5$10�4, whereas the last have concluded that
defects agglomerate in clusters made of four vacancies on average
and attribute their formation to jogged screw dislocations moving
under stress. These works extend previous results by Kiritani et al.
[47] and Wu et al. [48] establishing that large concentrations of
athermal vacancies are produced by SPD.

In this context, the mobility of atoms under HPT is expected to
exceed largely its equilibrium value at RT and the hypothesis be-
comes plausible of enhanced diffusion controlling growth and
dissolution of precipitates and driving compositional changes in
the alloy matrix. Thus, main ingredients of modeling are defined as
follows: (i) in agreement with the experimental observations of
thermal decomposition in AgeCu [49], it is assumed that Ag pre-
cipitates in homogenized samples grow three-dimensional till their
average size and mutual distance become comparable to the
spacing of active shear bands. It is worth noting that this hypoth-
esis, further commented on in Section 5, greatly simplifies
modeling yet does not fit the platelet-shaped precipitates observed
in homogenized samples prior to HPT (Section 3.1, Fig. 2a and b), (ii)
in as-cast samples shear bands finely divide pre-existing pre-
cipitates at a time scale much shorter than that of diffusion driving
composition and precipitate size changes, (iii) the hypothesis is
made that HPT fixes the concentration of species at the interface
between stable nuclei of the second phase (Ag) at the matrix side
(Cu) at a value depending on the macroscopic experimental pa-
rameters such as the temperature, the anvil rotation speed, the
accumulated strain and the nominal composition of the alloy, (iv) it
is assumed that experimental samples can be viewed as a uniform
stacking of small spherical volume elements of the matrix
embedding a single central spherical precipitate and that under
HPT no net diffusion fluxes exist between neighboring such ele-
ments, (v) the hypothesis is made that Ag precipitates are pure,
though present XRD results are in favor of a mixed composition and
(vi) vacancy migration is assumed composition independent since
values of themigration energies in the puremetals and the alloy are
close to each other [50e52].
4.2. The model

In line with the above assumptions, the evolution during HPT of
a spherical Ag precipitate of radius, R, embedded in a spherical
volume element, U, of radius RU, is described by the following
coupled differential equations written in spherical coordinates
[53]:

vc
vt

¼ D

"
v2c
vt2

þ 2
r
vc
vr

#
(1)

�
cp � cl

� dR
dT

¼ D
vc
vr

����
R

(2)

where, D, is the Ag diffusivity in Cu assumed composition indepen-
dent, c ¼ c(r, t), is the solute concentration at position, r and elapsed
time t, and cp, cI, represent respectively the compositions of the Ag
precipitate and of the matrix at the interface with the precipitate.
Moreover, the following initial and boundary conditions are set:



Fig. 5. (a) Diffusive growth and dissolution of precipitates: radii R* become stationary
above elapsed time, dt* z 6 (reduced units, see appendix). (b) Evolution of Ag-content
cAg in the alloy matrix with elapsed time dt* (reduced units) during diffusive disso-
lution (dashed line) or growth (full line) of Ag precipitates. The amount of Ag in so-
lution saturates at elapsed times, dt* > 6.
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8<
:

cðr ¼ R; tÞ ¼ cl
cðr; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ clm
jðRU; tÞ ¼ 0

0 � t � ∞
R< r � RU
0 � t � ∞

(3)

with, j(RU,vt), the flux of solute at the frontier of the volume
element, U.

The growth case (cI < cm, R z 0) can be analytically solved
whereas such a solution is not currently available for dissolution
(cI > cm), for reasons extensively discussed by Aaron et al. [53] thus
not further commented on here. On the other hand, both cases can
be numerically studied by integrating discretized versions of Eqs.
(1)e(3), with appropriated values of, cp, cm, cI and R(0), the initial
radius of the precipitate. A natural choice is, ch;:initialM ¼ 3:9±0:1 at.%
Ag and cac;:initialM ¼ 1:9±0:1 at.%Ag for the initial matrix compositions
in homogenized and as-cast samples, respectively (Cf. Section 3.1,
Table 1a) whereas hypothesis (iv) in Section 4.1 implies, cp ¼ 1. The
matrix composition is expected converging toward, cI, which gua-
rantees that in the long time limit the solute flux vanishes at the
precipitate-matrix interface and that the size of precipitates becomes
stationary [53]. This is also consistent with the experimental finding
that the torsion torque saturates after two anvil rotations (Section 2).
Accordingly, the values, chl ¼ 2:9 at.%Ag and cacl ¼ 3:0 at.%Ag, have
been selected for the solute concentrations during HPTat thematrix-
precipitate interface on the matrix side in homogenized and as-cast
samples, respectively (Section 3.2, Table 1b).

Known the values of, cp, cm and cn, the initial radius of the
representative average precipitate in the spherical volume element
of radius, RU, is approximately given by:

RU
Rp

¼ 1
R�p

z

�
cp � cn
cn � cm

�1=3
(4)

provided density changes with varying the composition of the ma-
trix and the size of the precipitate are neglected. In this expression,
Rp, is the initial radius of the embedded precipitate. It is worth
emphasizing here on that interfacial energy and nucleation mecha-
nisms are not considered in this model and that, given their sym-
metry, constitutive Eqs (1)e(4) apply to precipitates constrained to
evolve while keeping spherical. Additional details about the dis-
cretization and the numerical solution of the above equations in
reduced space and time coordinates are given in the appendix.

5. Modeling results

5.1. Phase separation (homogenized samples)

With the above listed initial and limit conditions, Eqs (1)e(3) are
solved numerically in reduced space and time coordinates (see
appendix) with initial radius of the precipitate, R�pz 0.065, given by
Eq. (4) and cp, cI and cn values as listed in the preceding section and
Table 1b. The precipitate radius is found increasing with elapsed
time (Fig. 5a, solid line) at the expense of the solute concentration
in the matrix simultaneously decreasing (Fig. 5b, solid line). Both,
the solute concentration in the matrix and the precipitate radius
saturate above, dt*z6, reaching stationary values amounting
respectively, cm(6) z cl and R*pð6Þz0:217. This behavior is consis-
tent with the experimental observation that in both samples, ho-
mogenized and as-cast, the torsion torque becomes stationary after
two anvil rotations whereas solute fractions in the matrix converge
toward a practically common value, which strongly suggests the
onset of a stationary microstructural state.

In the growth case, the comparison between analytic and nu-
merical solutions [54] of Eqs (1) and (2), provides a stability and
accuracy test of the employed numerical integration scheme. Data
points in Fig. 6 at reduced elapsed time, dt* ¼ 0.125, coincide with
the numerical solution (full line) thus confirming the good behavior
of the numerical scheme. This comparison has not been further
extended to larger elapsed time values as the analytic solutions in
Ref. [54] correspond to the solute concentration at the domain
boundary maintained constant whereas in this work numerical
solutions satisfy instead a zero flux constraint at this boundary.
Additional plots in this figure illustrate the slowing down of the
precipitate growth upon approaching the matrix composition the
value, cm ¼ cI.

At this stage, modeling and experiments can be tested for con-
sistency by comparing the respective values of the ratio,
a ¼ ðRafter HPTp =Rbefore HPT

p Þ, between the precipitate radii after and
before HPT. It can be seen in Table 2 that the experimental value,
aexp z 3.3, is in excellent agreement with the modeling prediction,
amodeling z 3.32. This agreement implies that, at fixed nominal
composition of the alloy, the evolution of Ag partitioning between
precipitates and solute in the matrix is credibly attributed to
accelerated diffusion of species during HPT. Indeed, a, is an esti-
mator of the balance between fractions of Ag in precipitates or
dissolved in the matrix and of the number density of precipitates,
not carrying information about their shapes.



Fig. 6. Diffusive growth of a spherical precipitate: solute (Ag) distribution profiles c(R*)
at selected values of elapsed time dt*. Full lines: numerical solutions of Eqs. (1)e(3).
Full dots represent composition values predicted by the analytical solutions of these
equations at dt* ¼ 0.125 (see text).
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5.2. Partial dissolution of precipitates (as-cast samples)

Inline with the above, the case of the diffusive dissolution of a
spherical precipitate can be studied by solving Eqs (1)e(3) with the
appropriate boundary and initial conditions. Since no exact
analytical solution is available in this case, the equations have been
integrated numerically with values, cn ¼ 3.9 at. % Ag, cinitialm ¼ cacm ¼
1:9 at. % Ag and cp ¼ 1 yielding through Eq. (4) the initial radius of
the precipitate, R*pz0:27 and its value after HPT, R*pz0:21, corre-
sponding to the observed stationary matrix composition, cacmz3 at.
% Ag (Table 1a). Consistently, the numerical solution complies with
these reduced radii values as is attested by Fig. 5a (dashed line) and
alike in homogeneous samples, the solute distribution and dis-
solving precipitate radius reach stationary values at reduced
elapsed time larger than, dt*z6 (Fig. 5a and b, dashed lines). Unlike
the case of homogenized samples, the experimental a-ratio is found
here about twice larger than the modeling prediction. It is worth
noting however that initial distributions of precipitates in ho-
mogenized and as-cast samples differ significantly as is shown in
Table 1b. In the former, tiny precipitates almost uniformly distrib-
uted are less likely affected by shear during HPT than should
happen with the much larger in size heterogeneous population
seen in the latter (Section 3.2, Tables 1a and b). In the spirit of the
remark made in the last paragraph of previous Section 5.1, the
agreement between experiment and modeling is recovered by
Table 2
Calculated and experimental (in parentheses) values of the ratio, a, between initial
(before HPT) and final (after HPT) radii of Ag precipitates and calculated values of the
corresponding number densities (after HPT). RU, is the radius of the average
spherical element of the alloy embedding a single precipitate, which values have
been estimated under the twofold assumption of a uniform distribution of spherical
in shape precipitates.

Sample type a ¼ ðRafter HPTp =Rbefore HPT
p Þ RU (nm) 107 r (nm�3)

Homogenized e 76.1 e

Homogenized after HPT 3.32 (3.3) 5.42
As-cast e 28.8 e

As-cast after HPT 1.3 (2.8) 100
assuming that diffusive dissolution operates on precipitates which
average diameter has been reduced by the shear at the very
beginning of HPT to half its initial value.

5.3. Real space-time coordinates and modeling

A correspondence can be established between space scales in
modeling and experiments by associating the converged precipi-
tate radii in homogenized and as-cast samples, amounting
respectively, R* ¼ R/RU z 0.217 and R* ¼ R/RU z 0.208 (Fig. 5a),
with half the observed diameters of precipitates after deformation
(Table 1b). By doing so, RU in homogenized samples is foundz2.64
times larger its value in the as-cast samples (Table 2). Interestingly,
this finding complies with the argument invoked above of shear
causing the division of initial precipitates in as-cast samples at the
very beginning of HPT. In this context, the evolution of the pre-
cipitate distributions in both types of samples via diffusive disso-
lution or growth should preserve differences in the initial number
densities of precipitates persisting till the stationary regime is
reached with predicted values listed in Table 2. Unfortunately, ex-
periments cannot help checking the validity of this prediction given
the difficulty of statistically meaningful determinations of precip-
itate densities.

The HPT parameters chosen in this work, namely the applied
deformation rate (1 rpm) and the total macroscopic deformation (5
anvil rotations) fix the duration of the HPT essay at, Htot ¼ 300 s. On
the other hand, since the torsion torque is found saturating after
two anvil rotations (Section 3.1) it is reasonable assuming that at
elapsed times longer than, Hs z 120 s, the solute fraction and the
size of precipitates have reached stationary values since the me-
chanical response is tightly correlated with these microstructural
ingredients. By analogy, Hs z 120 s, is assumed corresponding to
the elapsed time in modeling above which the solute concentration
and the size of precipitates become stationary, dt* z 6. This fixes
the time and mobility scales in modeling, t ¼ 20 s and
D ¼ R2U=tz2:9$10�16 m2s�1 and provides the basis of comparison
with the experiment.

6. Discussion

Binary systems with wide miscibility gap and no intermediate
compounds at low and intermediate temperatures are ideally
suited for studying phase separation phenomena initiated upon
quenching the high-temperature solid solution down tometastable
(nucleation and growth) or unstable states (spinodal decomposi-
tion). Prepared at near equimolar composition such systems have
also been used for studying the microstructures of dynamic states
triggered by irradiation [55] or SPD [56e58]. Although SPD-
controlled mixing and decomposition have been extensively stud-
ied, both experimentally and by means of numerical simulations
[58e65], no general consensus has been reached till now about the
underlying atomic mechanisms variety of which have been pro-
posed in the literature [63]. However, agreement is now reached
about SPD-HPT triggering the formation of large concentrations of
athermal vacancies [28,46,64,66].

The present work has been undertaken with the twofold
objective of investigating HPT-fashioned microstructures in the
model alloy CueAg and for assessing the hypothesis of enhanced
diffusive transport of species controlling the formation of dynamic
microstructural states. To this end, the alloy has been preparedwith
different initial microstructures by cooling after solidification (as-
cast samples) or water quenching down to RT after long annealing
near to the eutectic temperature (homogenized samples). XRD and
TEM characterizations have permitted to show that these as-cast
and homogenized samples with initially different matrix
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compositions and precipitate dimensions evolve under HPT toward
practically identical stationary compositions whereas dissolution
and growth phenomena lead to stationary yet different average
diameters of precipitates.

In parallel, modeling has focused on a volume element of the
alloy embedding a pure Ag precipitate with radius and matrix
composition representative of the initial states of samples, as
determined by XRD and TEM. Diffusion in this model is controlled
by the Ag concentration at the interface matrix-precipitate on the
matrix side, cI, a parameter integrating no-equilibrium segregation
and other interfacial effects related with the complex microscopic
phenomena active during HPT. This phenomenological model with
input parameters taken from the experiment has permitted to
show that enhanced diffusion in homogenized samples leads to
stationary matrix compositions in good agreement with the ob-
servations. However, in as-cast samples, the calculated a-ratio be-
tween initial and final states has been found twice as large the
experimental value. The discrepancy has been attributed to the
fragmentation of the precipitates pre-existing in the as-cast sam-
ples at the very beginning of HPT, evolving afterwards by diffusion.
If realistic, this explanation implies that the average distance be-
tween precipitates in as-cast samples before deformation is com-
parable to the average separation between shear bands in HPT, Ls,
given by Ref. [67]:

LS ¼ K
Gb
s

; (5)

where, G, is the Voigt average of the shear elastic moduli of the
matrix, b, the Burgers vector of matrix dislocations, s, the shear
stress and K a constant. Thereby, the flow stress in as-cast samples
under HPT is estimated by setting, LS¼2RUz 57.6 nm (Table 2),
K¼ 1 and by assimilating the matrix to pure Cu i.e. Gz 55 GPa [12]
and b z 0.255 nm at RT, which yields, s z 0.244 GPa. Being this
value consistent with the magnitude of deviatoric stresses acting
under HPT, the explanation above sounds credible and further
validates the model of diffusive dissolution and growth of pre-
cipitates under HPT.

In the present work, non-equilibrium segregation is assumed
maintaining constant the solute concentration at the precipitate-
matrix interfaces on the matrix side, cI, which drives the diffusive
evolution of precipitates and of the matrix composition. How-
ever, without detailed knowledge of the underlying no-
equilibrium segregation mechanisms, this key parameter is
purely phenomenological, though segregation during HPT has
been invoked to explain the formation of stable and uniform Zn-
rich layers wetting grain boundaries in AleZn alloys [65]. Adding
to its phenomenological character, modeling applies to pre-
cipitates persisting spherical whereas thin platelets and more
complex forms have been observed. However, modeling pri-
marily describes the evolution of the solute in the alloy matrix
with input data the concentrations extracted from XRD spectra,
which represent the most statistically faithful experimental in-
formation. As it has already been commented on, the a-ratio
conveniently represents Ag-fractions partitioning between pre-
cipitates and solute in the matrix and by no means relates to the
shape of precipitates.

This point of the developed model is supported by the fact that
the precipitates, indeed, have quite different shape both before and
after HPT. Nevertheless, the concentration in the solid solution
becomes equal in both samples during the dynamic equilibrium
after about two HPT anvil rotations. On the other hand, it has been
supposed in the model that each precipitate is active in a certain
small volume where the dynamic equilibrium establishes between
dissolution and precipitation. The dissolution/precipitation takes
place at the interface between precipitate andmatrix. It means that
precipitates have to be (1) small enough and (2) more or less uni-
formly distributed in the matrix. We observed in this work that if
the solute concentration in both samples is not very different (3.9
and 1.9 at. % Ag), the amount of precipitates is small (almost 0 and
2 at. % Ag, respectively) and the precipitates are fine, then the high
pressure torsion form a kind of “attractor” in dynamic equilibrium
at 2.9e3.0 at. % Ag in the (Cu) solid solution. The open questions
arise, what will happen with this “attractor” if the amount of sec-
ond phase is high (like in Refs. [56,58,68,69])? What will happen if
the precipitates are rough? Is the “attractor” at 2.9e3.0 at. % Ag
unique or other “attractors” can also exist (for example, in the Ag-
rich solid solutions)? What would happen with the “attractor”
concentration of we substitute Ag with other alloying element(s)?
These questions have to be answered experimentally and theoret-
ically in the future.

The model gives the following time andmobility scales: t¼ 20 s
and D ¼ R2U=tz2:9$10�16 m2s�1 and, thus, provides the basis of
comparisonwith the experiment. In the model we suppose that the
Cu matrix surrounding a precipitate is homogeneous and isotropic.
In this case D would correspond to the coefficient of bulk diffusion.
The extrapolation of the published results of diffusion measure-
ments to the temperature of the current SPD treatment, TSPD,
TSPD ¼ 300 K gives D ¼ 10�35 m2/s for self-diffusion in Cu [70] and
D¼ 10�38 m2/s for tracer diffusion of Ag in Cu [71]. The discrepancy
of 19 orders of magnitude is hard to explain alone by the (even
huge) concentration of athermal vacancies produced by HPT.
Already very early it has been observed that the diffusivity in at RT
of radiotracer Ag* in nanocrystalline Cu can be quite high
DAg�
T¼303K ¼ 3$10�19 m2s�1, and only three orders of magnitude

lower then the value in our model [54]. Later it has been realized
that copper and copper alloys after SPD (HPT, equal channel angular
pressing or surface mechanical attrition) possess a high overall
diffusivity [72e74]. The exact analysis demonstrated that the
samples after SPD contain the paths of slow and fast diffusion. The
extrapolation to RT gives for these paths, respectively, the values of
10�18 m2s�1 and 10�15 m2s�1 [74e76]. It is already quite close to the
value obtained in our model. Moreover, the point defects produced
during SPD (either HPT or ECAP) of initially fully dense coarse
grained copper can be accumulated in pores forming the perco-
lating porosity [77e81]. It also increases the overall rate of diffusion
penetration through the SPD-treated material. On the other hand,
the point defects produced during SPD can form not only the pores
but also the percolating network of defects having high diffusivity
(mentioned above [74e76]).

We observed that HPT of both samples (as-cast and homoge-
nized) finishes in the equal concentration in (Cu) solid solution.
Fig. 1a shows that this concentration corresponds to the solubility
limit at T z 680 �C. The same concentration will be reached if we
would anneal both samples (as-cast and homogenized) long
enough at T z 680 �C. In other words, from the viewpoint of
composition of (Cu) solid solution the HPT is equivalent to anneal at
T z 680 �C.

It happens quite frequently, that the steady-state concentration
of a second component in a solid solution after SPD is the same as it
would appear in a material after long anneal at a certain (elevated)
temperature. This temperature is called effective temperature Teff
[4e6,25,26,69]. It has been demonstrated recently that the concept
of effective temperature Teff originally proposed by George Martin
for the materials under severe irradiation [82] is applicable also for
severe plastic deformation (SPD) [6]. If the atomic movements
driven by an external action (deformation or irradiation) are higher
in comparison with the conventional thermal diffusion, the mate-
rial is forced to undergo into a state which is equivalent to that at a
certain increased (effective) temperature Teff. One can estimate Teff
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if the phases in a material after SPD treatment differ from those
before SPD (see Fig. 1a and Refs. [6,25,26,41]). The SPD-treatment at
ambient temperature TSPD usually leads to the very quick phase
transformations, which is easy to understand if one considers the
high density of defects, similar to that at the increased temperature.
The increased pressure, oppositely, leads to the decrease of diffu-
sivity and/or grain boundary mobility [41e43].

In Ref. [6] we estimated the value of diffusion coefficient which
was equivalent to the mass transfer during HPT of CueCo alloys at
RT. This value was D ¼ 10�16 m2/s. Teff for HPT of CueCo alloys was
Teff z 900 �C [6]. The published data on bulk diffusion coefficients
give for Teff gives ¼ 900 �C the values of D ¼ 5$10�14 m2/s for
diffusion of Co in Cu [83] and D¼ 10�13 m2/s for self-diffusion in Cu
[71]. In our case the coefficient for bulk tracer diffusion of Ag in Cu
at Teff z 680 �C is D ¼ 10�15 m2/s [71]. Therefore, the equivalent
diffusion coefficient for the SPD-driven mass transfer [6] of the
model value obtained in this work (Section 5) is comparable with
the conventional diffusion coefficient at (elevated) Teff. This coin-
cidence additionally supports the view point about deep physical
links between equifinal amount of defects appearing in steady-state
during SPD at low temperature TSPD and equilibrium defects existing
in the same material at elevated temperature Teff.

Another important point is the influence of grain boundaries.
SPD leads to the strong grain refinement, also in our case. The
specific area of grain boundaries (GBs) increases and the GB
adsorption consumes the second component. Though the maximal
solubility of a second component in the lattice does not change, its
apparent solubility in fine- or nanograined matrix can strongly
increase [84]. It is because the thin GB layers do not contribute into
XRD patterns, they are thus “invisible” for XRD. If the concentration
of a second component is fixed, the grain refinement leads to
decrease of the amount of precipitates because second component
“disappears” more and more into GB adsorption layers [84,85]. In
this work the silver concentration is well above the “attractor”
concentration of 2.9e3.0 at. % Ag (see Fig. 1a), the amount of pre-
cipitates is high enough, and, therefore, the role of GB adsorption
cannot be distinguished. However, basing in the facts observed in
this work, we can predict the following scenario. Suppose that we
prepare the alloy with Ag content well below the “attractor” of
2.9e3.0 at. % Ag, say, 1 at. % Ag, homogenize it at 600 �C and start to
deformwith HPT. In this case no precipitates appear because 1 at. %
Ag ≪ 2.9 at. % Ag (see Fig. 1a). However, the newly formed GBs
would need the silver for the GB adsorption layers [86e89]. Since
no precipitates are available, the Ag from the (Cu) solid solution
would be consumed, and the lattice spacing in (Cu) would decrease
(see Fig. 1b). Such an experiment can also be conducted in the
future.

7. Conclusions

In summary, the competition (and dynamic equilibrium) be-
tween precipitation and dissolution during high pressure torsion
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

cði; jþ 1Þ ¼ cði; jÞ þ d~t

d~r2
½cðiþ 1; jÞ þ cði� 1; jÞ � 2cði; jÞ� þ d~t

d~r2
1
r�t

½cð

R�jþ1 ¼ R�j þ
d~t

d~r2

�
cðiþ 1; jÞ � cði; jÞ

cp � ci

�

where r*l ¼ ~ri
d~r
;R*j ¼

~Rj
d~r

;

(HPT) has been for the first time simultaneously analyzed in ex-
periments and modeling. We observed in experiment that during
HPT of a two-phase alloy two simultaneous and competing pro-
cesses indeed take place, namely (1) the dissolution of pre-
cipitates and (2) decomposition of supersaturated solid solution
with precipitation of a second phase. As a result, a dynamic
equilibrium between these two processes appears, and a certain
steady-state concentration in a solid solution is reached. This
concentration is equifinal and equivalent to that in the sample
annealed at the effective temperature Teff z 680 �C. The present
work has shown that in the studied alloy, HPT triggers the
emergence of metastable microstructural states characterized by
stationary values of the matrix composition and of the diameters
of precipitates. The stationary solute concentration in the matrix
has revealed initial-state independent with value well above the
equilibrium solubility limit at RT. However, since precipitates
transform via partial dissolution or growth with otherwise fixed
experimental parameters, their shape, dimension and density still
preserve the memory of the initial state. Finally, by assuming that
dynamic segregation during HPT maintains constant at a non-
equilibrium value the composition at matrix-precipitate in-
terfaces, the experimental findings are found consistent with
enhanced diffusion of species controlling the stationary matrix
composition and precipitate number densities.
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APPENDIX

For the sake of convenience Eqs. (2) and (3), are rewritten by
using reduced space and time variables as follows:

8>>><
>>>:

vc
v~t

¼ v2c

v~r2
þ 2

~r
vc
v~r

�
cp � ct

� v~R
v~t

¼ vc
v~r

����
~r¼~R

d~t ¼ dt
t
; t ¼ R2U

D
; d~r ¼ dr

RU
; (A1)

where D, represents the diffusivity of Ag in the matrix. Twofold
discretization in time and space, leads then to the following finite
differences equations:
iþ 1; jÞ þ cði� 1; jÞ � 2cði; jÞ�
;

(A2)
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where, i and j, represent respectively discrete space and time co-
ordinates. The evolution of a precipitate submitted to various initial
and boundary conditions has been obtained from Eq. (A2) inte-
grated up to elapsed time, dt ¼ 10t in the domain, [0, RU], with
space discretization step, dr* ¼ 1/600 z 1.667 10�3. It is worth
noting that this simple explicit scheme is conditionally stable [90],
in the interval, d~t=d~r22½0;0:5� and that in the present work this
ratio values has been set equal to the upper limit of the stability
interval.
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